2016 Autumn Tree Care
September 21, 2016
Avoiding Storm Damage
Pruning your tree eliminates deadwood, excessively dropping and crossing
branches and is crucial to keeping the plant healthy and vigorous. Regular
thinning reduces the likelihood your tree will be damaged by heavy fall and
spring snow storms.

Dormant Pruning
Avoid fire blight by scheduling your fruit trees for winter pruning now.
We are offering- Free gutter blow out for pruning service of $300+
Limitation- tree work area overlaps roofline.

Tree Planting
Fall is our favorite time to plant trees! The weather is cooler, so the tree is less susceptible
to heat and drought stress. Another benefit of planting in fall is the effect of transplant shock
is minimized when compared to spring planting, as the tree has an opportunity to begin
rooting while the tree is in dormancy. We still have a limited supply of select oak seedlings
available for DIY tree planters! Get one of these tiny trees for $15 and plant it with your
children. Species include Swamp White Oak, Shumard, Pin, and Scarlet Oak.
Call us to arrange for a free consultation, we will help you match the right species for your
taste and your space.
We are offering- $25 off any tree planting service of $200 or more.

Tree Removal
Got a dying or standing dead, or hazardous tree in your yard, maybe even over your
house? Let the experts safely remove that “widow-maker” and reduce the risk and liability,
while improving the appearance of your property.
We are offering- $50 off quoted tree removal service of $400 or more. If you are having a
tree from an invasive species removed, we will take an additional $25 off.

Stump Grinding
Let us help you reclaim your valuable space by having stumps
ground. Once we have ground the stump the area may be resodded, replanted, or simply graded.
We are offering- $25 off stump grinding service of $200 or more.
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